Unprepared for the
Unmanned
Addressing the enemy unmanned aircraft threat
by Capt William C. Selby

O

n the outskirts of the city lies
a small island. With only a
single bridge providing access from the city, the island
is uninhabited and has only a few small
structures. The local militants, known to
be hostile to the United States, drove off
any remaining civilians from the area and
now operate out of a single compound near
the bridge. As dusk nears, the militants
await the arrival of weapons being delivered by a small convoy from the city across
the bridge. Off the coast, the MEU is also
awaiting the arrival of those same weapons
and has an operation underway to intercept the arms delivery to the militants. A
forward reconnaissance element lies in
wait a few hundred meters away from
the compound and monitors the bridge.
After a few hours, the reconnaissance
element spots the weapons convoy and
alerts the platoon-sized raid force waiting offshore. With the reconnaissance
element providing overwatch, the raid
force unloads from the Zodiacs and hits
the beach undetected. As the raid force
nears the compound, its radios are suddenly full of static; despite switching to
secondary frequencies, they are unable to
reach the command element. Additionally, the reconnaissance element loses radio
communications with the raid force while
experiencing intermittent communications
with headquarters. Overhead, an unfamiliar buzzing sound is barely audible.
Suddenly, a heavy volume of accurate
automatic weapons fre halts the advance
of the raid force. It quickly attempts to
suppress the enemy but is unable to relay
its status to higher headquarters without
effective radio communications. A few
moments later, it is attacked with several
mortar rounds. Each round is successively
more accurate and it is quickly bracketed.
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Facing a heavy volume of fre and unable
to call for support or extract, the raid team
is forced to launch a signal fare and maneuver to the preplanned extraction point.
Alerted by the frefght, the enemy weapons’ convoy returns to the city to avoid
any chance of interception. The MEU
commander, alarmed by the loss of radio
contact and having seen the signal fare,
dispatches transport and attack helicopters
to rescue the beleaguered unit. With the
attack helicopters overhead, the militants
cease fring and the raid force is able to
extract safely on MV–22s.
As the raid force heads back to the ship,
its members attempt to identify the cause

of their failure. Why did the radio communications suddenly cease? How was the
enemy able to target them so quickly and
accurately? Unknown to the raid force, a
small unmanned aircraft system (UAS)
operated by the enemy continues to circle
the compound providing real-time video
surveillance and electronic jamming capabilities.1
A New Global Arms Race
While the previous story is fctional
in nature, the UAS technologies described therein, as well as the ability
for our state and nonstate enemies to
acquire and exploit those technologies, are quite real. The scenario demonstrates the potential force multiplier
that a UAS could provide the enemy. By
attaching a crude thermal camera to a
UAS, the enemy was able to detect the
presence of the raid force. This in turn
gave them advanced warning of the at-

UAS employment is a potential combat multiplier for us and the enemy. (Photo by author.)
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Following our example, enemy forces will use UASs to enhance their situational awareness.
(Photo from www.defense.gov.)

tack, allowing them to accurately aim
direct and indirect fre from a covered
and concealed position. Additionally,
the hypothetical militants were able to
detect the communications frequencies
of the raid and reconnaissance units by
using a simple frequency scanner. This
enabled them to remotely disrupt communications on those frequencies with a
commercially available jammer attached
to the UAS. Consequently, by degrading
communications and directing accurate
fres, the enemy was able to repel the
raid force successfully without placing
its personnel at risk in an exposed position. Moreover, the enemy was able
to accomplish this with little training
and a relatively small budget. As this
scenario illustrates, the U.S. military
and its allies no longer monopolize UAS
capabilities. As the technology proliferates, the price to operate a UAS will fall
increasingly within reach of even our
most technologically unsophisticated
enemies.
The threat from an enemy UAS is
a real possibility in current and future
operations. Our enemies, both state
and nonstate, have witnessed the effective use of UASs by U.S. forces in
both an intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance role, as well as in a kinetic strike role. As such, it comes as no
surprise that enemy forces have begun
46
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to utilize their own UASs to provide
persistent aerial surveillance at a fraction
of the operating cost and with smaller
deployment footprints than manned
aircraft.2 For example, in November
2006, Iranian television broadcast footage of a U.S. carrier in the Persian Gulf
that Iran claimed was taken by an unmanned Iranian drone.3
In 2005, there were only 195 drone
programs internationally. Today there
are an estimated 680 programs, with
many countries developing weapon-

In 2005, there were only
195 drone programs internationally.
ized versions domestically.4 5 As the
U.S.’s global military strategy begins
to pivot toward the Pacifc, it should be
noted that in recent years, China has
increased UAS research faster than any
other country. At its biannual air show
last November, China unveiled several
UAS models that closely resembled
the U.S. MQ–1 Predator and MQ–9
Reaper UASs. The Chinese developers
claimed these platforms can be outftted
with common sensors as well as smart

bombs. While the United States has
tight export controls on UAS technology, China has made exporting UAS
technology a focus.6 China is specifcally targeting developing countries in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America that
want short-range UASs that are both
portable and low cost.7 8 In the immediate future, almost any militant force
will have the capability of operating its
own UAS.
It should be noted that UAS capabilities are not limited to countries
with large research and development
budgets and a cadre of engineers. By
fying over defensive measures including
barriers and fences, UASs allow nonstate
actors to attack targets that are diffcult to reach with groundbased attack
methods. A UAS operation could be
launched from a covert location, placing the operator out of direct danger,
and has the potential to result in a
strong psychological effect on the target.9 There are numerous instances of
nonstate actors attempting to use UASs.
For example, last November, American
Rezwan Ferdaus was sentenced to 17
years in prison over a plot to blow up
the Pentagon and U.S. Capitol using
remote-control planes loaded with C–4
explosives.10 The Colombian insurgent
group FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias Colombiana (Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia)) possessed
multiple unmanned aircraft when a Colombian Army unit overran one of its
camps in 2002.11 Perhaps most worrisome, in August 2012, Spanish offcials
released a video allegedly shot by alQaeda showing members training for
an attack using a model plane dropping
simulated explosives.12
If UASs are easy to acquire and provide nonstate actors with a number of
advantages, why haven’t they been used
more effectively? In short, the dynamic
exploitation of success is much higher
with a simple suicide vest operation
compared to a more complex UAS attack. However, the amount of specialized technical knowledge required to
ensure a successful UAS operation is
quickly falling. For $1,000, well within
the budget of most nonstate actors, it is
possible to purchase a low-altitude UAS
capable of relaying real-time video footMarine Corps Gazette • November 2013

age to a ground station while following a
series of preestablished GPS waypoints.
Moreover, the knowledge needed to
create complex navigation software
has been eliminated. A large and supportive online community continually
improves open-source software that is
both free and widely distributed on the
Internet. This software transforms a
laptop into a UAS ground control station complete with real-time telemetry
and video while allowing the user to
send GPS waypoints by selecting the
corresponding location on a digital map.
Kits that include an aircraft loaded with
the required software are available for
purchase without revealing the potentially nefarious intentions of the users.
While these systems still require users to
manually fy the aircraft for takeoff and
landing, the limited technical knowledge needed to effectively operate the
system is noteworthy. Consequently, the
potential expanding threat from UASs
requires the Marine Corps to develop

Research programs seek to ﬁnd groundbased mobile, directed-energy, surface-to-air-weapons for defense of the MAGTF. (Photo from sitelife.aviationweek.com.)

the equipment, doctrine, and training
to address this quickly emerging threat.
Countering the Unmanned Threat
The 1995 “Report of the Commis-

sion on the Roles and Missions of the
Armed Forces” states that the Army is
responsible for “groundbased area air
defense for all land forces operating
beyond the range of naval air and mis-
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sile defense systems,” while the Marine
Corps “should retain its low-altitude,
ground-based air defense weapons.”13
While larger, high-fying UASs can be
engaged with traditional air defense
assets designed for traditional rotaryand fxed-wing aircraft, the Marine
Corps will most likely be on its own
for countering low-altitude air threats,
arguably the most diffcult type of UAS
to counter and the type most likely to
be acquired with a limited budget. Due
to their small size, these UASs are typically battery powered, which reduces
their range and payload when compared
to larger combustion-powered UASs.
Further, UASs’ limited payload makes
them hard to employ with any weapons
systems more sophisticated than a small
explosive charge. Instead, they are typically outftted with sensors appropriate
for an intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance role.
Before the enemy UAS can be engaged, it must frst be detected, identifed, and tracked. The sooner the enemy UAS is detected, the more time the
combatant commander has to decide
the most appropriate course of action.
Low-altitude UASs are small in size,
resulting in a limited radar cross-section
and thermal signature and making it
increasingly diffcult for friendly forces
to detect and track them.14 In addition,
hostile UASs will not be equipped with
identify friend or foe transponders
found on friendly aircraft, resulting
in airspace deconfiction challenges.
Quickly deconficting the airspace is
important not only to accurately classify
hostile aircraft, but also to prevent collisions with friendly aircraft operating
at similar altitudes.
Fortunately, low-altitude UASs have
several distinct vulnerabilities that can
be exploited in order to reduce the threat
to friendly forces. The relatively short
range of the low-altitude UAS makes its
launch and recovery sites vulnerable to
identifcation and attack. Additionally,
without an escort or a means to detect
air-to-air threats, UASs are vulnerable to
attack by air assets. Fixed-wing vehicles
have shown a history of success despite
the challenges that their superior speed
creates. For example, two U.S. F–16
fghter jets shot down an Iranian UAS
48
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In November 2012, American Rezwan Ferdaus was found guilty of atttempting to use remotely
controlled planes loaded with C–4 to blow up the Pentagon and U.S. Capitol. (Photo from esquire.
com.)

near Baghdad, Iraq, in early 2009.15
In October 2012, a UAS launched
by Hezbollah was potentially able to
transmit images of preparations for a
joint Israel-U.S. military exercise before
being shot down by an Israeli F–16.16
Helicopters may be even more effective
since they are able to track the UAS at
close proximity and match the speed of
the enemy aircraft.17
In areas with increased political or
international sensitivity, nonkinetic options may be preferred. Some UASs are
heavily reliant on GPS data for navigation and effective sensor operation,
making them vulnerable to electronic
attack (EA) operations. EA operations
directed at the systems controlling the
UAS, the UAS itself, or the information downlinks can degrade or deny
the ability of the enemy to operate
their UAS asset.18 Spoofng the GPS
signal, shown to be technically feasible,
requires more specifc knowledge about
the enemy UAS.19 Passive actions such
as the interception and exploitation of
the data collected by the UAS are also
possible.20
Preparing a Force for the Future
By analyzing this present threat now,
it may be possible to mitigate the effects
of surprise as well as develop some basic tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs) that can be continually refned
in preparation for future counter-UASspecifc platforms. After counter-UAS
TTPs have been developed, they need

to be validated in feld exercises, and
the appropriate units involved need
to be trained to profciency. Enemy
UASs are currently incorporated into
the Weapons and Tactics Instructor
Course exercise scenarios practice that
should continue to expand. Enemy
UASs need to be incorporated into war
games operated by nations, as well as in
an asymmetric role operated by nonstate actors. Countering enemy UASs
should also be addressed in predeployment workups to improve TTPs for air
defense units, as well as integrate enemy
UAS capabilities and limitations into
the planning process. Lessons learned
from feld exercises such as the annual
BLACK DART program or specialized
exercises such as BLUE K NIGHT need
to be widely disseminated.21 Research
groups such as the Naval Research
Laboratory or Marine Corps Warfghting Laboratory should continue to lend
technical expertise to the development
of counter-UAS doctrine. Finally, the
other Services should refne joint doctrine and share TTPs.
The current generation of UASs
will make modifcations to improve
their defense against both kinetic and
nonkinetic weapons. Hardened and
alternate navigation systems resistant
to GPS jamming and spoofng are in
development.22 Future UASs may have
their own air-to-air radar to improve
their situational awareness and could
employ countermeasures found on
manned aircraft.23 Operationally, fuMarine Corps Gazette • November 2013

ture UASs may be used in groups to
allow more effcient use of payloads
and may let a single operator control
multiple UASs.24
As the world continues to develop
UAS capabilities, the Marine Corps
needs to develop appropriate countermeasures. The Marine Corps is currently developing mobile platforms to
specifcally detect and intercept lowaltitude UASs, and the Army has looked
to the defense industry to provide
counter-UAS capabilities for its future
forces.25 26 The Marine Corps cannot
wait for specifc systems to be developed
to counter low-altitude UASs; instead,
the Marine Corps needs to adapt existing planning considerations, training
requirements, and TTPs associated with
air defense in order to be fexible enough
to counter manned and unmanned enemy aircraft in the near-term future.
State and nonstate adversaries are acquiring UAS capabilities. These assets
will be employed in creative ways that
only a prepared force will be capable of
defeating.
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